U N I T

9

The Future
Is Now
A

For teacher’s notes on
Unit 9, see pages A47-A53,
at the end of this unit.

Imagine that the year is 2080. All babies are now conceived using
in vitro fertilisation (IVF), which means the embryo is created in a
test tube. Certain features can be selected or modified – you can
design your own baby. Below is an order form. Tick (✓) the features
you would like your first child to have.

TOP- GENE LABS
Baby Order Form

GENDER

M

EYE COLOUR

HAIR COLOUR

PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

HEIGHT
tall
medium
short

black
brown
blue
green

black
brown
red
blonde

BUILD
lean
medium
stocky

F

TALENTS
Tick two only! Remember:
your child may have other
talents – but we can only
guarantee those you have
ticked.
TEMPERAMENT
Tick three boxes only!
Remember: your child may
have other characteristics –
but we can only guarantee
those you have ticked.

musical

verbal

athletic

mathematical

artistic

.................
Other – Please specify. ......................

patient and calm

firm and decisive

sociable and outgoing

direct and honest
adventurous and daring

B

Discuss.

➜

stable and persistent

self-confident and independent
contented and cheerful
kind and considerate

Possible answers, page A47.

1. People should not play God and “create” human beings to please
the parents. Do you agree?
2. If parents can give their children a good start in life by asking for
certain physical and personality traits, it is their duty to do so.
What do you think?
3. Children may actually resent the genetic choices their parents made
for them. Do you agree?
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Reading
For items 1-6 on page 105, choose the best answer based on the information given in the passage.
The following text is from a number of articles.

The question numbers in blue indicate the part of the text where the answer can be found.

THE SEARCH FOR PERFECTION
5

As a new age of genetic research looms, how free should we be to design our children? Should we
eliminate defects? Should we change embryos to enhance intelligence or physical characteristics? As
we enter a world where we can intervene in the genetic lottery, by choosing the sex of our children for
example, how far should medical science go? Soon, we may be able to choose the hair colour, build and
even the IQ of our offspring. Should we welcome medical intervention of this nature if such choices can
maximise a child’s chances of happiness and success?

A beauty editor for one fashion magazine believes it will be difficult to stem the demand for “designer
babies” once the technology is in place. “Once genetic scientists can alter embryos to produce children
with characteristic Nordic features – blonde hair and blue-eyes – there will be consumer demand,” she
10 says. The popularity of cosmetic surgery is a case in point. According to this beauty editor, Westerners
spend hundreds of millions a year on treatments ranging from Botox injections to laser skin resurfacing.
“In Japan,” she says, “people undergo surgery to make their slanted eyes round in an effort to undo
1 their natural genetic heritage. They are seeking perfection as defined by Western standards rather than
their own with a combination of Swedish blonde hair and blue eyes.” She acknowledges that fashion
15 magazines may be partly responsible for fuelling this obsession with a certain kind of beauty, but
maintains one cannot blame the media alone if people believe a bit of plastic surgery will transform their
lives. “Like it or not,” she argues, “we know that the pretty applicant gets the job and the best-looking
2
actor invariably gets the part.”
20

Eminent plastic surgeons accede to this view. “People are looking for respect and self-confidence in
a dog-eat-dog world that measures us by our appearance,” one specialist claims. “I understand their
anxiety and offer a solution – cosmetic enhancement. The next logical step, medically speaking, is
genetic enhancement, which would endow the unborn child with similar physical advantages – without
the painful surgery.”

1. According to the beauty editor, why
do some people in Japan have cosmetic
surgery?
A. They want to improve their job prospects.
B. They are looking for a life change.
C. They want to look like part of another
ethnic group.
D. They are obsessed with their own
appearance.
2. What does “this view” in the first line of
paragraph 3 refer to?
A. Genetic enhancement is preferable to
plastic surgery.
B. People are often judged on their looks
alone.
C. The media encourages people to worry
about their looks.
D. Cosmetic surgery can improve people’s
lives.
3. What seems to be the attitude of the
philosopher to genetic enhancement?

4. According to the text, what might lead to a
more prejudiced society?
A. an increase in the number of people having
cosmetic surgery
B. encouraging one’s children to marry into the
same racial group
C. creating future generations of genetically
similar people
D. the belief that physical perfection is an ideal to
strive for
5. What reservation does the beauty editor have
about genetic enhancement?
A. The investment required would be better
spent on general medical care.
B. Those who have been subject to it may not
like the results.
C. Future generations will become standardised
like Barbie and Ken dolls.
D. It will raise standards of physical beauty to
unattainable levels.
6. What seems to be the attitude of the author?

A. It is no more objectionable than cosmetic
surgery.

A. He advocates further investment in genetic
research.

B. Conferring advantages on unborn children
is justifiable.

B. He is impartial in his discussion of genetic
enhancement.

C. Designer children may complain about
their chosen assets.

C. He criticises people who value physical
appearance.

D. Parents should value their children as gifts,
not commodities.

D. He finds genetic enhancement ethically
questionable.

Some modern-day philosophers also concur with genetic intervention. As one put it, “What prospective
parent doesn’t wish for a beautiful, healthy baby? Why is it morally unacceptable to use technology to
3 grant that wish? Moreover, a child designed to have high intelligence or sporting prowess would hardly
have grounds for complaint. The problem is that the phrase ‘designer babies’ has a negative connotation,
the implication being that parents are shopping for a child to suit their own taste rather than appreciating
children as individuals in their own right. But this is nothing new – any cultural or racial group that
3
30 strongly promotes marriage and procreation within the group is essentially advocating designer
children.”
25

Nevertheless, many people are deeply disturbed by the idea of embryo enhancement. Some fear it will
lead to a reduction in genetic differences, resulting in a lack of tolerance for diversity and disability. “And
who is to say that this future generation of Barbie and Ken dolls will be content?” asks the beauty editor.
35 In her experience, people who pursue physical perfection through cosmetic surgery aren’t necessarily
5 satisfied. They may suffer unwanted side effects – insecurity and increasing dissatisfaction with their selfimage, ultimately leading to more surgery. What if the subjects of genetic intervention, or their parents,
were to feel similarly dissatisfied?
4

40

Healthcare professionals have raised objections on economic grounds because of the costs involved in
such research. With insufficient funds to provide much-needed medical care for all, the idea of investing
billions of dollars to create a utopian world of improved and perfected embryos seems absurd.

The issue of genetic enhancement remains controversial, to say the least, and also begs several
fundamental ethical questions. Does not the whole concept of altering embryos to cater to the whims of
6 parents suggest that we are starting to see children as a commodity, rather than a gift? And is a society
45 that places so high a value on physical appearance desirable? Surely a moral society looks after its
weakest members, regardless of their flaws. We need to accept our amazing diversity rather than channel
valuable resources into vain attempts to deny reality and achieve perfection.
104
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B

Vocabulary
A

WORDS AND PHRASES FROM THE TEXT

1

Find the phrases in the text that mean the
same as the words in bold.

COPIED CATS AND DUPLICATED DOGS
The life expectancy of animals is much lower than that of humans. Thus, the chances are that a pet owner will (1) ......
outlive his cat or dog. In a vain attempt to (2) ...... this fact, some owners are willing to try almost anything, including
genetic intervention, to clone the beloved pet. This involves creating a new pet with exactly the same DNA as the
original. Given the number of animal lovers, pet cloning is already a lucrative business, to say the (3) ...... .

1. Cosmetic surgery has become so popular that it’s
stem the demand
impossible to stop people wanting it. (Par. 2)

Companies make it clear to (4) ...... clients that the new animal may not be an exact copy of the original so that
there will be no (5) ...... for complaint later. Yet there is no shortage of interested owners who willingly pay the hefty
fees demanded by gene banks for storing the skin cells of their pets. These cells will be ready to use as soon as the
technology is (6) ...... . However, animal welfare societies have (7) ...... objections to commercial cloning. They argue
that pet cloning has serious (8) ...... for the existing surplus of homeless cats and dogs. They claim that animals should
not be cloned merely to (9) ...... to the whims of owners as compensation for the loss of a pet.
But (10) ...... it or not, the technology for cloning is almost in (11) ...... . Owners able
to pay for the procedure are lining up to have their pets cloned, and (12) ...... the

2. A hotline manned by qualified staff is available
and in use to handle queries. (Par. 2) in place
3. Obsession with one's appearance can have
dangerous consequences. The eating disorder
a case in point
anorexia is a clear example of this. (Par. 2)
4. We must do our best to survive in a world
dog-eat-dog world
that is very competitive. (Par. 3)
5. A person planning to have a child should
be well prepared. (Par. 4) prospective parent

8. Use of the drug was discontinued because
it had negative secondary reactions or
outcomes. (Par. 5) unwanted side effects

6. To win an Olympic medal requires great athletic skill
and determination. (Par. 4) sporting prowess

9. Last month, we decided against continuing
on economic grounds
with the project for financial reasons. (Par. 6)

7. In my opinion, you have no reason to be
dissatisfied. (Par. 4) grounds for complaint

2

10. Procedures like plastic surgery are useless
efforts to improve one’s life. (Par. 7) vain attempts

Complete the sentences below, using the following words.
commodities

content

diversity

eminent

Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap.

granted

intervention

looming

utopian

whims

granted
content
1. People often find they are not ......................
even when all their wishes are ......................
.

1.

A necessarily

B ultimately

C fundamentally

D subsequently

2.

A deny

B minimise

C alter

D object

3.

A most

B best

C least

D worst

4.

A expected

B selective

C looming

D prospective

5.

A proof

B grounds

C reasoning

D demand

6.

A intervened

B endowed

C maintained

D perfected

7.

A lifted

B begged

C placed

D raised

8.

A connotations

B conclusions

C implications

D attempts

A please

B enhance

C grant

D cater

whims
2. I can't organise our home according to the ......................
of a dissatisfied teenager.

10.

9.

A wish

B like

C want

D let

diversity
3. We were amazed at the ethnic ......................
of Amsterdam’s inhabitants, who live together in an almost
utopian
......................
harmony.

11.

A place

B business

C effect

D action

looming
4. The reporter warned that a catastrophe was ......................
as hurricane winds moved in from the west.
intervention .
5. With nursing care, the patient should recover without the need for surgical ......................
Eminent
commodities such as cars can be made more
6. ......................
scientists are meeting to discuss how ......................
environmentally-friendly.

3

Circle the correct words.
1. An embryo / offspring is an unborn animal or human at an early stage of development.
2. This much-needed / desirable improvement in the phone system will maximise / enhance the number of calls
we can handle.

PHRASAL VERBS WITH OUT
Complete the sentences below, using the following verbs. Make any
necessary changes. Underline the phrasal verbs that contain three words.
black
break

fall
hammer

iron
phase

point
rule

snap
spell

stamp
talk

wipe

points / pointed / out that the urge to “design” one's children is nothing new.
1. The philosopher .............................
has pointed

3. A recent report calls for more resources to be channelled / endowed into medical research.

phase
2. We’ve decided to .............................
out hand-written files and use only computerised data.

4. The term workaholic has negative characteristics / connotations because it implies / maintains that the person
has an unhealthy addiction to work.

broke
3. War .............................
out after all attempts to reach a peace agreement failed.

5. The new tax on fuel is highly controversial / absurd and many motorists claim it is unfair.

snap
5. He seems unable to .............................
out of his depression.

6. The cost of cosmetic surgery can vary / transform, but the most expensive is not sufficiently / necessarily the best.

4

C

Complete each sentence with the correct form of a word from Exercise 3. The sentences follow the order of
Exercise 3.

embryonic stage.
1. This new field of medicine is in its ......................

rule
4. I wouldn’t .............................
out the possibility that he’ll withhold his approval.
talk
6. She’s terribly stubborn. You won’t be able to .............................
her out of leaving.
spells / spell
7. The medical report .............................
out each stage of the procedure in great detail.
wiped
8. The entire village was .............................
out in the earthquake.
stamp
9. The new government is determined to .............................
out corruption.

Needless to say, my conservative parents refused to pay for this cosmetic ......................
enhancement .
2. ......................

blacked
10. I don’t remember the accident. I must have .............................
out as soon as it happened.

endowment of £100,000 towards the new operating theatre.
3. The hospital has received an ......................

hammered
ironing
11. The two sides .............................
out an agreement after .............................
out their differences.

implications for public health.
characterised by roads congested with traffic, which has serious ......................
4. The city is ......................

fell
12. We .............................
out with our neighbours after our dog ruined their garden.

controversy by criticising genetic research on ethical grounds.
5. A leading scientist has sparked a ......................
invariably have to be cut due to ......................
insufficient funding.
6. Ambitious projects like these ......................
106
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D

PREPOSITIONS AND PARTICLES
Complete the film review by circling the
correct words.

THE MATRIX
The Matrix Reloaded and The Matrix Revolutions
which
are two films based (1) on / about The Matrix,
came out in 1999.
on
In The Matrix, computer operator Thomas Anders
d
discovers that everything he has ever believe
super(2) about / in is an illusion. (3) For / In reality,
a
intelligent computers rule the earth, having won
The
war against the humans who created them.
world inhabited (4) by / with Thomas and all other
ter
people is actually a highly sophisticated compu
planted
program called The Matrix, an artificial reality
to
(5) through / in their minds and created solely
keep them (6) by / under control.
aware
There is, however, a group of people who are
s is a
(7) to / of the Matrix, and they believe Thoma
him
superhero who can save the world. Renaming
and
Neo, they tell him the truth about the Matrix,
of a
help him learn martial arts (8) by / with means
software program they have invented.
and
Thomas soon surpasses his teacher, and he
/ in
(9)
the other rebels fight against the Matrix on
behalf of all mankind. They must constantly be
ul
(10) on / at guard against agents, the powerf
is to
beings sent by the computers whose goal it
n.
rebellio
of
signs
any
out
/
(11)
over
stamp
The Matrix is a combination (12) of / between
thought-provoking philosophy, fascinating
symbolism, and some (13) from / of the best
is a
martial arts and action scenes ever. The result
and
phenomenal blockbuster. In short, The Matrix
its sequels are a fantastic trilogy that will appeal
and ages.
(14) to / at audiences of all backgrounds
This is a film not to be missed!

Grammar
A

B

1. There are ..... options open to first-time buyers
looking for a mortgage.
a. lots
b. several
c. plenty
d. many of

remember this …
Articles precede the nouns they modify,
but not all nouns require an article.
See the Grammar Appendix, page 167.

2. He saw little of Boston during his year there,
..... his time being devoted to research.
a. most
b. the majority
c. the most
d. most of

Complete the texts below using a, an or the
where necessary.
I was seriously considering going to study
–
the
economics in (2) .................
(1) .................
–
United States, as my cousin is at (3) ...............
university there. But when I found out that
–
it costs (4) .................
thousands of dollars
a
(5) .................
semester just for
the
(6) .................
tuition fees, I decided against
the
The
(7) .................
idea. (8) .................
college
–
I attend now is only (9) .................
10
–
minutes from (10) .................
home, and
the
(11) .................
course of studies is exactly
the
(12) .................
same as I would get overseas.

–
scientific advances may
b. (13) .................
–
make (14) .................
life easier in many ways.
However, many people wonder
the
about (15) .................
ethical issues
involved in some scientific research. For
–
example, whereas (16) .................
most
–
people accept that (17) .................
cloning
an
(18) .................
animal is permitted, many
–
wonder about using (19) .................
similar
a
techniques to replicate (20) .................
human being.
c.

The
elderly have many concerns
(21) .................
a
and insecurities. Many have (22) .................
fear of poverty, as they often do not have
the
(23) .................
money to live comfortably.
–
(24) .................
old age is difficult for most
–
people who reach that stage of (25) ..............
life.

remember this …

Choose the word or phrase that best completes
the conversation or sentence.

INDEFINITE AND DEFINITE ARTICLES –
a, an, the

a.

QUANTIFIERS

3. The research unit and medical school both
support the project, but ..... is able to obtain
sufficient funding.
a. either
b. neither
c. any
d. none
4. “Was Sue wearing her favourite jewellery?”
“Yes, a fine gold bracelet on ..... ankle.”
a. every
b. each
c. both
d. either

C

5. After searching for five days, we had ..... hope
of finding survivors.
a. little
b. some
c. any
d. a little
6. In professional sports, talent doesn’t count for
..... without discipline and hard work.
a. any
b. many
c. lot
d. much
7. In the warmer southern regions, farmers grow
vegetables ..... year round.
a. most
b. every
c. each
d. all
8. There were far ..... people at the game than we
had expected.
a. fewer
b. less
c. little
d. a little

Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in each gap.

ESCAPED CLONE DANGE
R!

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT GOES WRONG?
READ AN ARTICLE ABOUT HOW A CLONED PLANT BECAME AN ECOLOGICAL THREAT.
In the 1980s, a fast-growing salt-water plant called caulerpa
of
taxifolia caught the attention (1) .................
scientists,
who
(2) .................
then developed a hardier version of the plant
none
to be used in salt-water aquariums. However, (3) .................
of the scientists involved in the research expected what
followed.

few
It seems that only a (4) .................
years after it was
developed, a sample of the plant "escaped" from the
the
Oceanographic Museum of Monaco into (5) .................
had
Mediterranean sea. Although it (6) .................
seemed
fragile and decorative, the escaped clone proved to be
hardy. Out in the open seas, it grew to nearly three metres in
length, and was able to survive in deeper and colder water
than the original plant. The cloned caulerpa could
(7) .................
also live out of water for 10 days.
so
The plant is (8) .................
hardy that from an initial patch
of about one square metre it has spread throughout the
northern Mediterranean and has recently even been found
off the coast of California.
108

Quantifiers may precede nouns or be used as pronouns.
See the Grammar Appendix, page 168.

no
Although it presents (9) .................
direct threat to humans,
the plant has a toxin that is ecologically quite destructive. Not
does
only (10) .................
it affect fish populations by destroying
certain fish eggs, but it also spreads rapidly and is killing
is
many indigenous sea plants. The result (11) .................
that the aggressive plants are harming tourism, becoming
a
(12) .................
hazard to recreational divers and getting
tangled in fishing nets.
If
(13) .................
we are going to use science to alter living
some clear guidelines
organisms, we must develop (14) .................
this kind
for safety precautions that will prevent (15) .................
of accident from happening in the future.

aCLOSERLOOK

rned about the danger of
The writer of the article is conce
line the words he uses in
altering living organisms. Under
rn.
paragraph 4 that show his conce
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Listening
A

Speaking

➜ Tapescripts, pages A52-A53.

B

You will hear short conversations. From the
three answer choices given, choose the answer
that means about the same thing as what you
hear, or that is true based upon what you hear.

A
BEFORE YOU LISTEN

Here are some pictures showing different examples of modern technology. First, talk to each other about the
advantages and disadvantages of each item. Then, decide which one has had the most positive impact on our
lives.

How many teenagers have mobile phones
in your country? What functions does a
mobile phone have today? ➜ Possible answers,

1. a. She thinks the medication is safe.
b. He has seen a doctor.
c. He almost fainted.

With a partner, do the task. (For enlarged pictures, see page 178.)

➜ Suggested

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of each item?
• Which one has had the most positive impact on our lives?

page A47.

A

B

C

activity,
page A47.

D

2. a. She hopes they’ll get new computers.
b. The library is unlikely to get new computers.
c. He says there’s a budget for new computers.
3. a. She believes he should take a course.
b. He didn’t want to take a course.
c. He will lose his job if he doesn’t take a
course.

GPS in a car for
navigation

4. a. The boss doesn’t like the website.
b. The boss isn’t concerned about the website.
c. The boss wants to update the website.

mobile phone

E

MP4

SPEAKING
GUIDE

F

TOPIC VOCABULARY

5. a. He thinks Ella will change her mind.
b. She will persuade Ella against it.
c. She thinks Ella needs to know the risks.
6. a. He’d rather manage by himself.
b. He asks for her help.
c. His phone isn’t working.

microwave oven

B

7. a. She made a joke about her raise.
b. She is lucky to get a raise.
c. She will not get a raise.

➜ Suggested activity, page A47.

C

You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about mobile phones.

For questions 6-10, choose from the list (A-H) the
attitude of each speaker to the mobile phone.

C
D
E
F
G
H

A
Speaker 1

F

1

Speaker 2

B

2

B
C

Speaker 3

E

3

D

Speaker 4

G 4

E

Speaker 5

D

5

F
G

H
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It has changed my
relationships with people.
It can cause embarrassment.
I wish I could learn to use
it’s more advanced features.
It is convenient but puts me
under pressure.
It isn't appropriate for heartto-heart talks.
I regret being enslaved by it.
It helps me make use of time
that would otherwise be
wasted.
It’s an inexpensive way of
keeping in touch.

With a partner, ask and answer the questions below. Use the
points for each question to help you with your answer.

• improve appearance: plastic surgery, contact lenses noses,

Task Two

For questions 1-5, choose from the list (A-H) the use
each speaker makes of his / her mobile phone.

keeping in touch on holiday
fulfilling other people's
expectations
sending text messages
constantly being in touch
handling various issues
at once
necessity for work
emergency purposes
recording incoming calls

➜ Model speaking, page A53.

1. What is the effect of technology on the way people look?

Task One

A
B

MODEL SPEAKING

laptop

Listen to the interviewer and a student answering question
1 in Exercise C below. Underline the points raised in the
student’s answers. What kind of examples did he give to
support the points?

8. a. They arrived too late to get a table.
b. They made plans at the last minute.
c. They reserved a table in advance.

C

motor car

stomachs, wrinkles

• order “designer babies” features: type of hair, colour of eyes
• people look more and more alike no individual differences: all

have straight noses, good skin

2. Do technological advances increase the gap between rich and poor?
• educational opportunities and resources for the rich
• better health care
Speaker 1

G 6

Speaker 2

B

7

Speaker 3

D

8

Speaker 4

E

9

Speaker 5

Modern technology – pros and cons
invasion of privacy
public nuisance
business asset
invaluable tool
instant access to information
interactive websites
increased efficiency
convenience and speed
questionable reliability
lack of security
keeping in touch
easy communication
e-mail / chat rooms / forums / junk mail
close distances
traffic congestion
globalisation
damaging to the environment
portable entertainment
safety precautions
cyber-crime / hackers
mechanical failure
computer virus

A 10

• manual workers replaced by machines
3. Has technology made our lives more complicated?
• daily life easier and more convenient
• rapid progress causes confusion
• many new skills to learn
4. Which areas of science and technology are important to teach in
schools?
• computer skills for school and work
• telecommunications
• ecology – environmental damage and protection

➜ Possible answers, page A48.

USEFUL EXPRESSIONS

Making comparisons
One advantage of ... is ... ; another
is that ...
A serious disadvantage of ... is ...
While it’s true that ... , ...
We shouldn’t forget that ...
Responding to your partner
That’s a good / fair point, but ...
That may be so, but ...
Even so, ...
You’re right there, but ...
The downside is ...
I think you’re right about ...
I’m not sure I’d agree ...
What about ... ?
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Writing
A

C

REPORTS (ALCE)

➜ CAE report, pages A49-A51.

WORKING ON A MODEL
Read the model report and do the tasks that follow.

UNDERSTANDING THE TASK

REPORT ON THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CAREERS FAIR

Read the task and answer the questions that follow.

PLAN:
REPORT
INTRODUCTION

You are a member of the Student Committee at an international college. Recently, you helped organise a Science
and Technology Careers Fair. You have processed a number of the students’ evaluation forms, indicating the
strengths and weaknesses of the event, and made notes for improving the fair next year.
Write a formal report (around 250 words) about the careers fair for the college principal, based on your personal
notes below.
Weaknesses
• some workshops too crowded
• not enough talks by experts during the day
• often no company representatives at
exhibition booths
• no help on job interviews

Recommendations
• why not limit numbers per workshop
• extra workshop sessions – most popular? let’s bring more
speakers
• remind companies – a need for representatives at booths
• how about workshop on handling interviews?

1. Who is the report for? What register is required? the college principal; formal / neutral
2. What is the purpose of the report? to indicate the weaknesses of the event and make

recommendations for improvements

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this report is to outline problems that arose during the recent
Science and Technology Careers Fair and to suggest improvements for
next year’s event.
WEAKNESSES
The students’ evaluation forms highlighted the following weaknesses.
Firstly, several workshops were overcrowded and students had to stand.
Secondly, only three speakers gave lectures and this was too few for
a one-day event. Another complaint was that there were rarely any
representatives of local companies at the exhibition booths. This is
unfortunate because the aim was to develop contacts with businesses
in the area. Finally, the lack of guidance on job interviews was a big
disappointment to some students.

3. Which points in the task should you use to help you write your report? all of them
4. Which of the following would you expect to see in a report?
questions addressed to the reader
informal expressions / quotations
✓ clear organisation with headings

B

✓ passive tense forms
dramatic statements
✓ recommendations

✓ factual information
quotations

GENERATING IDEAS AND PLANNING YOUR REPORT

1

In the task, you are given ideas to help you write, but you should not use the same wording. With a
partner, paraphrase the points in the task. Two are done for you below. You can vary your language by
using synonyms, other parts of speech, gerunds, active and passive forms, etc. (see Unit 6 Writing). Try to
use formal language.
• some workshops too crowded

Several workshops were overcrowded
There were rarely any representatives at ...

• often no company representatives at exhibition booths

2

RECOMMENDATIONS
Several measures should be taken to resolve these problems next year.
Regarding the overcrowded workshops, I recommend limiting the
number of participants to no more than 15. It would be advisable to
establish which workshops students would prefer so that additional
sessions can be organised. As to the demand for lectures by experts,
I would recommend increasing the number of speakers to five. With
regard to the lack of representation at booths, one solution would be to
contact companies well in advance to remind them of the importance of
sending representatives to the exhibition. Lastly, I suggest that a workshop
on job interview skills should be arranged to teach students specific
interview skills.

State aim of report:
outline problems, suggest
improvements.
PAR 2

Weaknesses:
overcrowding at workshops,
not enough speakers,
too few company
representatives, no guidance
on interviews
PAR 3

Recommendations:
cut down on participants
in workshops, invite
more speakers, contact
companies in advance,
workshops on job interviews
CONCLUSION

Request to carry out
suggestions to improve
event

You are also expected to expand on the points given by adding extra information, details or examples.
• why not limit numbers per workshop

no more than 15 participants
.....

CONCLUSION A
Therefore, I think my recommendations will really improve next
year's fair and make it a big success.

and counselling
• no help on job interviews
The lack of advice
................................
on how to pass a job interview
....................................................................................................
many students feel they need
was a disappointment because ..............................................
professional guidance on how to present themselves to
....................................................................................................
potential employers.
....................................................................................................

✓
.....

CONCLUSION B
In summary, if these recommendations are implemented, they will
ensure that next year's fair is more successful.

at least five main
• let’s bring more speakers
I’d recommend ............................
speakers from various commercial and academic fields.
....................................................................................................

1. Look at the task again. How has the writer organised his / her report? Complete the plan. according to bullets

• how about a workshop on handling interviews?
I suggest we
hold training sessions and workshops
....................................................................................................
teach students how to handle interviews.
which would ...............................................................................

3. To organise the points, the writer has used words of sequence. Underline them.

With a partner, expand on the rest of the points from the task in Exercise A.
Below are ideas to help you.

speakers
• not enough talks by experts
There were only two
.....................
who gave talks.
....................................................................................................

in the task

2. What does the writer state in the introduction? Which two verbs describe the main purpose of the task? outline,

suggest improvements

4. Circle three words or phrases used in paragraph 3 to refer to specific complaints.
5. Find two weakness and two recommendations in the model and highlight the ideas the writer used to expand
on each of these points. Were they the same as yours?
6. Read the alternative conclusions (a and b) and tick (✓) the one you would choose. Justify your choice.
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LANGUAGE FOCUS:

FORMAL REGISTER

The language of reports should be neutral to formal, so try to
avoid using colloquial phrasal verbs.
How did the writer of the report say the following?
a.

develop
build up contacts with businesses ...............................

resolve
b. sort out these problems ...............................
c.

limiting
cutting down on the number of participants ...............................

arranged
d. a workshop on interview skills should be set up ...............................
implemented
e. if these recommendations are carried out ...............................

2

To keep the register of your report formal, vary the language
of recommendation and suggestion by using gerunds, active or
passive verb forms, and more advanced structures.
My proposal is that you should implement these changes
gradually.

Reports

TOPIC VOCABULARY

educational
enlightening
informative
exhibits
(easy) access to
(clearly) signposted
well heated / air conditioned
well-equipped
overcrowded
on its / the premises
USEFUL EXPRESSIONS

Introducing

• I propose implementing these changes gradually. (gerund)

The aim / purpose of this report
is to describe / outline / discuss /
evaluate ...

• These changes should be implemented gradually. (modal
passive)

This report examines / relates to /
highlights ...

• I propose / It is recommended that these changes should be
implemented gradually. (I propose / It is recommended that +
should + be + past participle)
Rewrite the sentences below to make them more formal, using
any of the forms above.

Reporting problems / complaints
One / Another problem / complaint
was / is ...
One / Another cause for concern
was / is ...
... was a (big) disappointment

1. They could increase the number of lectures. I propose increasing the

There is room for improvement.

2. You could solve this problem by offering maps of the exhibition
centre. This problem could be solved by offering maps of the exhibition

Recommending / Suggesting

3. They should take immediate steps to improve the parking facilities.

One solution could / would be ...

4. My suggestion is to hold a careers fair twice a year. It is recommended

It is suggested / recommended /
proposed that ...

number of lectures.
centre.

Immediate steps should be taken to improve the parking facilities.
that a careers fair be held twice a year.

It would be worthwhile doing ...

5. Why don’t you invite more companies to attend the exhibition?

I suggest / recommend / propose
that ...

YOUR TASK

I would recommend doing ... so
that ...

I propose that more companies should be invited to attend the exhibition.

E

WRITING
GUIDE

Read the task. Then write your report (around 250 words), using
the Writing Guide to help you. ➜ Model answer, page A49.
You are the secretary of a technical college. Following a recent Open
Day for prospective students, you have processed a large number of
evaluation forms indicating the strengths and weaknesses of the event
and made notes for improving it next year.
Write a formal report (around 250 words) about the Open Day for the
college principal, based on your personal notes below:

Measures / Action should be taken
to ... so that ...
This could be improved / achieved /
solved by ...
Concluding
All things considered, / Overall,
It is hoped that the measures
recommended above ...

STEP by STEP
Weaknesses

Recommendations

• few staff around to answer
questions

• more staff to take part

• information on some courses
minimal
• why no campus tours?
• long lines at Careers Advice
desk

1

Read the task and paraphrase
key words to avoid repetition.

• make brochures longer

2

• how about students giving
tours / maps?

State the purpose of the
report in the introduction.

3

• more Careers Advice desks
with plenty of counsellors

Give a clear heading to each
section.

4

Use formal register and
appropriate language for
making recommendations
and suggestions.

5

Check your grammar,
punctuation and spelling.

➜ Photocopiable Test Unit 9, page A76.
See Unit 9 Vocabulary Review, page 135.
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